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ABOUT ARPAN 

ARPAN, an initiative by students of RGIPT, is a social club which aims at 

upbringing the deprived and the underprivileged echelons of the society and to bring 

them on par with everyone else. 

ARPAN is the platform for those who have got the determination to put forth their 

talent in front of the world. This initiative was taken by those who wish to bring a 

change in this society and who foresee a future where all are united under the reign of 

literacy. We extend our helping hands for the oppressed and deprived. Thus, 

motivating them to overcome the shackles of poverty and stop at nothing unless they 

achieve their dreams. 

ARPAN has begun its quest to eradicate poverty and illiteracy from its roots by 

spreading education among the young minds of the upcoming generation and also 

providing them with all kind of possible supports. We are already set to realize our 

dreams of a better society and we hope more comrades will join us in our cause. 

 

  



Orientation: 

ARPAN RGIPT organized an orientation session on 30th of August, 2018, solely 

aimed at creating awareness amongst the newly admitted students and to get them 

acquainted with our college’s social club. 

The event motivated the students in carrying on the torch of education and equality 

to drive out the dark clouds of ignorance and poverty. The whole idea was to 

propel them to work hard in order to make this society a better place to live in. 

The event witnessed an overwhelming and enthusiastic participation from the first-

year students and their resolve to lend a helping hand towards the ostracized 

and the deprived was quite appreciable. 

 

 

 

 



Teaching as a helping hand 

ARPAN RGIPT since its inception was aimed at uplifting of the deprived and the 

ostracized. Thus, one of the major aims of ARPAN RGIPT has been spreading the 

light of education and driving out the darkness of ignorance.   

ARPAN RGIPT’s teaching sessions comprised of the undergraduate students of 

RGIPT of various streams visiting the nearby Government and deprived schools near 

the campus and imparting them basic as well as advanced level education according 

to their needs. 

 The ARPAN teaching centers focus on the Navodaya Schemes for the schools which 

includes providing them planned education, distribution of Navodaya related guide 

books, notebooks and also basic amenities such as pen, pencils etc. This mission is 

aimed at preparing them for qualifying the NAVODAYA entrance examination. 

 



                       

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



Calligraphy and Mental Ability tests: 

ARPAN RGIPT conducted several Calligraphy and logical reasoning tests and 

distributed rewards among the students. These events saw overwhelming amount of 

enthusiastic participation from the students. The events aided the students in 

developing analytical and logical skills. These events were conducted on a class wise 

basis and those who secured a rank were given scholarships. 

Basically, these competitions propelled the students towards a better future by 

enhancing their academic skills. The students didn’t cease to surprise the ARPAN 

RGIPT team members with their talent and proved to us their capability of 

outshining everyone else if provided with the adequate amount of exposure. 

 

 

 

 

 

  



 

  

 

 

  

ART AND CRAFT 



SCIENCE FAIR 

On the occasion of 70th republic day Rajiv Gandhi Institute of Petroleum Technology 

organized a science fair in association with its social club “ARPAN” aided by Science 

&Technical Committee of RGIPT. Nearly three hundred students from the nearby 

schools namely Adarsh Public School, Unique Public School, Jawahar Navodaya 

Vidyalaya, Gyanarpan and Composite Public School attended the event. 

Knowledge must be disseminated to everyone specially to the small children who 

would the future of tomorrow. What better way could there be than organizing a 

science fair and igniting the curiosity of these small children. Hence it was a sight to 

behold in the afternoon of 26th January ,2019 when hundreds of children lined up in 

queues and huddled around each science model. The students of RGIPT put up 

various science models showcasing the basics of science and its utility in our day to 

day lives. 

The event was graced by the Director of Rajiv Gandhi Institute of Petroleum 

Technology Shri P.K. Bhattacharya who addressed all the children asking them to 

keep pursuing their dreams. Faculty members Mr. U.D. Diwedi and Mr Koushik 

Guha Biswas were also present. The event was a splendid opportunity for the 

students of RGIPT to mingle with these small children and make them aware of the 

simple science facts. The social club of RGIPT, ARPAN promises to conduct more 

such events for the welfare of these young minds.     

 



  

 

 

 

 

 



CULTURAL EVENTS 

Education cannot happen just at school—it must go beyond the walls of the 

classroom. Watching a play performed live is quite a different experience than 

reading a play from a book. ARPAN provides a platform to the students to broaden 

their horizons and gain unique insights into their own communities as well as a 

broader global perspective of our world’s diverse cultures. 

ARPAN wonderfully organized a cultural event where students from government 

schools were provided an opportunity to exhibit their hidden talents in extracurricular 

activities. Their splendid performances left all the audience spell-bound. To encourage 

these young hearts some of our volunteers also performed. After the event, we showed 

our appreciation to all the participants by rewarding them with medals and at the end 

of the event we distributed refreshments to everyone present there. 

 



       

       



COLLECTION OF CLOTHES FROM 

FACULTY AND STAFF 

On Saturday, 27th October, 2018, ARPAN RGIPT did clothes’ collection from 

faculty and staff. These clothes were distributed to the poor and needy in Jais. 

The clothes’ collection activity received an overwhelming response from the faculty 

who un-hesitantly donated their clothes. They also gave their valuable suggestions 

and positive feed-back regarding the exemplary work being done by ARPAN 

RGIPT. Their enthusiasm motivated all the volunteers to work harder for the 

betterment of the society. 

 

Cloth Distribution  

Arpan RGIPT organized an event to distribute the cloths for poor and deprived 

population leaving in and around Super Market Rae Bareli. Students distributed 

around 400 cloths which were either donated by students of RGIPT or left by the 

passing out students. The people benefited by cloth distribution were very happy and 

thanked ARPAN for Mattress and Bedding distribution. 

Arpan RGIPT conducted an event in which mattress and bedding were distributed to 

mess workers and other helping staff of RGIPT. The workers benefitted by this event 

were very happy and thanked Arpan RGIPT for organizing such a wonderful event. 

Around 50 mattress and bedding, donated by RGIPT students, were distributed 

among workers. 



             

 

 



Blood Donation 

Blood Distribution is one of the most significant contributions a person can make 

towards society. In India our blood banks are running short of required blood. Every 

year our nation requires about 5 crores unit of blood, out of which only a meagre 2.5 

crore unit of blood samples are available. ARPAN social club of RGIPT organised 

the annual blood donation drive,on 25th of march2018,from 10 am to 3 pm in 

association with Indian Red Cross Society along with experienced medical officers 

from KGMU Medical College Blood Bank Team,Lucknow ,which was held in our 

campus premises in Jais .106 units of blood were collected, which is highest number 

of blood units ever donated on a single day in Jais region. ARPAN believes in doing 

its part for the society. Each unit of blood that we collect can help save up to three 

lives and touch the lives of so many more. Everyone appreciated our drive and their 

blessings motivated us to work harder to create a better society. Here are some 

glimpses of the event. 

  

 



ARPAN BOOK DISTRIBUTION 

ARPAN RGIPT has taken a new initiative by opening a book bank 

for the students and faculty members of RGIPT. The books are 

collected from the students and faculties and redistributed to the ones 

who require them. This not only saves the wastage of used books, but 

also saves the money of the students. Around 150 students were 

benefited by the program. 
 

 



  

14th Feburuary,2019…. The nation plunged into grief as a cowardly strike by 

terrorists killed as many as 40 soldiers and seriously wounded many. Our blood boils 

with anger for this dastardly act and at the same time we stand with those families 

who have lost their brave sons. 

Our spirits cannot be dampened with such gruesome and barbaric acts. On the 

contrary we shall only respond to the perpetrators with resoluteness as a father of 

one of the martyrs said “I am ready to send my other son to the army but every drop 

of blood should be avenged”. 

As a mark of respect to our jawans and their families, Rajiv Gandhi Institute of 

Petroleum Technology had organized a candle march at 6:30 p.m. We marched from 

the hostel office all the way to RG Plaza and held a two-minute silence for all the 

martyrs. 

 

CANDLE MARCH 



SWACH BHARAT ABHIYAN 

 

A Swachh Bharat Awareness Rally was organized to visualize our dream of a 

“Swachh Bharat”. 

The objective of the event was to spread awareness among the general public to live 

and sustain in a healthy and a clean environment. Preserving our environment is the 

responsibility of every individual and until and unless we become self-conscious all 

our efforts shall go in vain. Hence an awareness campaign was done wherein the 

students put up several banners and advised the people to undertake better waste 

management measures. The event saw an overwhelming participation from both 

students as well as faculty members. 

 



 

 

   FESTIVALS 
The real essence of festivals is enjoyed by celebrating them 

with the people who are deprived of such celebration, 

especially those small children whose innocent smiles makes 

our faces lit up in satisfaction. Hence ARPAN makes it a 

point to celebrate all the festivals with these people. Some of 

these include: 

       
• Makar Sankranti 

• Diwali 

• Teacher’s Day 

• Children’s Day 

• Independence Day 

• Republic Day 



 

 

Future Plans 

• Cleanliness Drive 

• Aadhar Card Shivir 

• Plantation Drive 

• Planning to start a teaching centre at Jais campus 

• Medical Camp 

• Restarting free computer classes at Jais 

• Blood donation 

• Blanket distribution 

• Scholarship tests 

• Planning to bear all expenses of meritorious but 

economically weak students 

• Navodaya Viddyalaya test preparation 

• Sports Events 




